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something  made  di f ferent
When reflecting on this year’s Datum we found the term “something made different” a rather 
poetic statement that encompasses our discussions. Many changes have been occurring around 
us as a student body as the architecture department continues to look for a new chair and the 
NAAB Accreditation inspecting the program. The two instances were different from other 
guests in the past, for they had a stake in the future curriculum of the architecture program. 
While a lecture or critique from an outside perspective may provoke new discussion, the two 
process involves a shaping of the framework of how students view their position in the world. 
The NAAB accreditation involved an outside assertion of value systems onto us, to see if our 
education was up to a set of standards. The architecture chair search involved us having to 
ask what kind of person would be best for our education. Since the two process are just the 
beginning, the effects have yet to be seen.
The first half, made, resonates with us as students of architecture. As students we are often 
compelled to make, and to understand what it means to make. We find meaning in the fact 
that everything, from material products, spaces, cultures are made. Nothing is static, it is 
always evolving, refracting, and materializing the forces of cultural systems. Studio, where 
we do most of our learning, depends on things that are made. We are in a position in our life 
where we are constantly making and putting things out in the world to be judged on merit and 
whether what we made has any impact.
When thinking about the latter half, different, we thought of this as our identity. Identity 
depends on first the relation of surrounding. We find our collective identity in Datum through 
our discussions, comparing experiences, trading stories, talking about what’s current in our 
studies. We hope that this publication can be looked back on in later years and be able to read 
it as a documentation of what is on the minds of students studying architecture at Iowa State 
University in the academic years Fall 2012 – Spring 2013. The difference of this publication 
from other publications is specifically the time period and the people that has given shape to it, 
different in the concerns, questions and influences of the outer world on our thoughts.
Datum has come to terms with this as an opportunity for us students to voice ourselves within 
this given moment in time. It is with optimism that a publication like this can encourage more 
emerging students to voice their own identities.
John J. Kerner, Co - Editor, 2012 - 2013
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The initial intention of my independent studio was to study how digital 
design can improve the overall construction process. By understanding 
the real world constraints and solving structural and material connections, 
the digital design process will ideally reduce the overall time a project is 
in construction and solve problems before they occur. Digital design 
technologies have also evolved to create form finding structures that are 
created incorporating gravity, such as the catenary curve. Through the use 
of the software Rhinoceros and the plug-in Grasshopper, I was able to create 
a parabolic pavilion that has parameters that change its height, width, and 
modular divisions. The definition also facilitates the use of a CNC router, 
cutting pieces that fold into individual units that define the structural system. 
This pavilion was formulated using the popular form finding process, made 
known by designers such as Isler and Gaudi, while incorporating the digital 
fabrication process gaining recognition in today’s design community.
POLYMER SHELL STRUCTURE   
Independent study / Rob Whitehead, critic  
Nathan Scott
“By understanding 
the real world 
constraints and solving 
structural and material 
connections, the 
digital design process 
will ideally reduce the 
overall time a project 
is in construction and 
solve problems before 
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The intent with this project was to attempt to take advantage of the very 
open, public spaces located throughout Columbus, IN by attempting to 
compliment the existing environment as well as add to it. The idea of a 
museum in such a small, relatively quiet area seemed to ask the question 
of viability. Despite being a popular city for tourism of an architectural 
nature, it still only attracts a niche group of people, and therefore support 
from the local population would be vital. The museum is anchored by two 
major “Event” galleries at the Northwest and Southeast corners which offer a 
large level of flexibility through the adjustable shading devices and movable 
glass partitions. These elements give the building a readable facade which 
announces the type and scale of the “Event” taking place through their 
particular positioning. These spaces also provide an ever changing display as 
they act as both gallery and  studio for artists in residence, placing their daily 
activities on display and giving credence to not only the product, but also the 
process, tools, and materials which go into a piece of artwork.
COLUMBUS MUSEUM  
Arch 401 / Rob Whitehead, critic  
David O’Brien
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“The idea of a museum in such 
a small, relatively quiet area 
seemed to ask the question of 
viability.”
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A complex of vacant buildings stand at the Black’s Heritage Farm. Once 
immersed in a process of movement, activity, and industry, the structures 
now remain stagnant and still. In an effort to reoccupy the old seed dryer, a 
table was placed within the center of the space. The table guides people to 
understand the history of the space, yet gives freedom to consider their own 
history of consumption, culture, and limitations. By placing people within a 
dormant seed dryer to eat their meal, consumers are encouraged to consider 
the cycle of food. Allowing users to reflect on the past of the site and the 
exploitation of resources by our American society, which have left farms like 
the Black’s neglected and unoccupied.
FALLOW 
Option Studio / Peter Goché
Yasmine Sepehri + Hannah Steuben 
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“The table guides 
people to understand 
the history of the 
space, yet gives 
freedom to consider 
their own history of 
consumption, culture, 
and limitations.”
Yasmine Sepehri + Hannah Steuben 
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We went to Seattle during our spring semester to analyze the city context 
and urban life. When approaching the Urban Archive Project I paid a lot 
of attention to the landscape and Seattle’s most important feature, the 
waterfront. The way the land would attract everyone down to it’s waterfront 
was like gravity. My hope for this design was to connect the public with 
the park and the bay. The intrusions and extensions of my design represent 
the land elevation and the need of wanting to be in the water. One of my 
programs include a saltwater bath in which the roof skylight opens up along 
with the glass walls to interpret a direct connection, not just to the views of 
the park and the city, but also to feel the freshness of the bay come into the 
building.
ARCHIVE  
Arch 202 / Jungwoo Ji, critic 
Alexandra Abreu-Pina 
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“When 
approaching the 
Urban Archive 
Project, I paid a 
lot of attention 
to the landscape 
and Seattle's most 
important feature, 
the waterfront.”
06. DISSOLVE   
ARCHITECTURE 
SCHOOLS 
SHOULD BE   
-DISSOLVED!*
Sam Brown
Alastair Parvin
Tatjana Schneider
for Project Context
13.10.2011
*unless...
SSoA
Shefeld School of Architecture
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ARCHITECTURE 
SCHOOLS SHOULD 
BE DISSOLVED 
UNLESS THEY...
… abandon mono-vocationalism
After the collapse of the construction bubble, architecture schools must 
prepare their graduates to apply design thinking and architectural 
intelligence in sectors beyond just the property / construction sector.
… promote informed generalism 
Invite as much knowledge as possible from other disciplines, such as 
economics, engineering, agriculture, politics, activism, geography, 
psychology, sociology, computing... Architecture is an amalgam of all 
these things.
… encourage students who want to openly debate what is 
happening.
Escapism is ammoral at best, immoral at worst..
… realise that the game has changed.
Graduates must now leave with more than just a portfolio of beautifully 
drawn imaginary buildings, designed to take to interviews at 
Architecture rms.
... change the measures of success.
No more prizes for drawing trout farms on mars. There is more than one 
way to measure success.
… take responsibility.
Architecture is not art. Art is art. Design affects more than cultural 
discourse, and is more than social ‘engagement’. Architecture is always 
connected to social justice. 
… teach an expanded view of architecture and design.
“No longer associated only with objects and appearances, design is 
increasingly understood as the human ability to plan and produce 
desired outcomes.” – Bruce Mau
… let each student shape their own education.
The purpose of education is to nd the work that fascinates and fulls 
you, and help you turn it into your life’s work. Schools ought to enable, 
respond and even structure its curriculum around student initiatives, 
and provide on-request tutorials on learning skills such as coding or 
business planning.
… no longer assume their graduates will be employees.
From now on, the successful schools will be those whose graduates are 
just as likely to use their thesis projects to start an enterprise / initiative 
as they are to use it to seek employment from an existing company. 
Schools must help them prepare for this.
… act as incubators for designers, architects and ideas they produce. 
Supporting people and projects after they have graduated.
… become fablabs and drop-in institutions. 
Provide intellectual forums and workshop facilities for would-be designers, 
inventors and activists who wish to attend the school for 7 minutes, 7 hours, 
7 weeks or 7 months – not just those who wish to attend for 7 years. 
… open their students and the public to an understanding of 
architecture’s economics and politics.
Not just its past and present practice.
… act as agents for positive change in their host cities. 
Why do those who live next door to architecture schools never set foot inside 
them? 
... see their role as producing not just each new generation of 
graduates
but also each new generation of ideas.
… become open clubs (peer to peer social networks) for their students 
and alumni.
A school is not really a building; it is a network of people. It should open 
doors for you and your ideas.
… seek to provide access to role models of all genders, races and 
backgrounds.
Architecture is still very male, white and middle-class, both in education and 
in practice. It’s not your fault if you are one (or all) of those things, but 
imagine all the great designers you’re not meeting and working with because 
of it. Imagine how much emptier design discourse is because they’re not 
here. It shouldn’t be like that, and it doesn’t need to be.
… champion drop outs.
… actively encourage and promote those students with the bravery to change 
their mind. A good architecture school should help students do this, even if 
it’s bad for the bottom-line. Isn’t that the ultimate purpose of education?
… nurture an open sense of purpose.
“Architecture is peripheral to the most important social aims. I wish it was 
less peripheral. That’s why I’m an architect.”  – Cedric Price 
(formerly graftied on a wall in the Arts Tower)
… no longer see themselves as schools of architecture, 
but as                                   ?
… 
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Parcel 12, located directly South of our given site, is a “missing link” within 
the Rose F. Kennedy Greenway. Focusing on symphony, experimental, 
and electronic performance study as part of a strategic plan to expand the 
audience of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, our proposal was to create 
an open streetscape and cultural center within the Greenway.  By draping a 
blanket of greenspace over intrusive transportation infrastructure, we are able 
to reconnect adjacent parcels.
As the interior performance spaces were designed for focal music, the exterior 
is imagined as a landmark within the city, an urban stage for public display. 
The architectural intervention within the greenway was to remain very 
minimal.  Rather than conceiving the building itself as an object detached 
from the greenway, the goal was to integrate the greenway and symphony 
center together. This creates an urban performance space and cultural center 
over the existing traffic infrastructure.
PERFORMANCE SPACE  
Arch 403 / Patrick Rhodes, critic 
Asa Houston + John Nieuwenhuis 
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“As the 
interior 
performance 
spaces were 
designed for 
focal music, 
the exterior is 
imagined as 
a landmark 
within the 
city, an 
urban stage 
for public 
display.” 
Asa Houston + John Nieuwenhuis 
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The ‘Regeneration: Rural Healing Landscape’ project aims to design spaces for 
the mental and physical restoration of the Des Moines Medical Community 
- spaces for ‘healing the healers themselves’. Contemporary medical practice 
consists of highly specialized fields of health analysis, creating many myopic 
views of a collective and now  fragmented medical body. The rural landscape 
of Madison County exists as a series of conflicting zones: natural landscape 
maturation meets the rigid geometries of a mechanized corn field creating 
visual and ecological dissonance. The Permacultural Center of Madison 
County attempts to align the goals of a divided medical community with  a 
growing but subdued rural ecosystem. Programmed spaces embed and grow 
from a site wide circulation spine, activating a reconstructive edge between 
the subjugated and maturing landscape.
RETREAT  
Arch 301 / Ziad Quershi, critic 
Matthew Darmour-Paul
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“The Permacultural 
Center of Madison 
County attempts to align 
the goals of a divided 
medical community with 
a growing but subdued 
rural ecosystem.”
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Inspired by the lineographic images created by an Etch-A-Sketch, we designed 
our machine to map movements of the human body. The end goal was to be 
able to compare the same set of motions over a period of time to see if/how 
we perform those motions differently as we age. The machine is controlled 
by anchor points on the wearer’s hands and feet; increasing the distance of 
these points from the wearer’s body will result in either a horizontal line 
(determined by the arms) or vertical line (legs). The machine is calibrated 
by specifying a “home base” for all of your limbs so the drawings may be 
interpreted as a differentiation from your starting position. This allowed it to 
record moments of tension and compression in limbs. Working through this 
project was especially useful in helping us break away from habit of designing 
with preconceived notions of how things should work and instead focusing 
on creating an innovative solution to a previously unanswered question.
MACHINE  
Arch 202 / Patrick Rhodes, critic 
Jacob Duncan 
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10. DISCUSSION
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ARE ARCHITECTURE 
STUDENTS HERMITS?
Does the isolation in studio hinder our 
ability to design?
Something that I have been thinking about recently, and spurned on by 
Hesse’s talk, is architectural education and the “hermit” like approach 
many people bring to studio culture. It’s a running gag that we spend all 
our time in studio, but beneath this gag is a veil of  truth.
What I found to be thought provoking about Hesse’s talk was that so 
much of  the work was being developed outside of  a sterile white cube 
of  the modern gallery. All of  the projects had been pushed out into 
society and interacting with the people they were creating for. The 
artist was entering a “Post-Disciplinary” approach and traversing across 
social class, in turn creating meaningful spaces and objects, not because 
some curator had christened it as “art” but because it was benefiting 
and bringing awareness to society. They were directly engaging the “real 
world” much like our “architecture” will. Yet here we are as students, in 
our studios, creating for.....what? A grade/piece of  paper that says we 
graduated? Do you think your education gives you the way to look at 
society and find your opportunity to engage in it?
It’s a running gag that we spend all our time in studio, 
but beneath this gag is a veil of truth.
I feel that this must be an internal drive, people must be genuinely 
interested in society and what it has to offer them.  Maybe a question 
is how is this interest sparked. Clearly it varies from individual to 
individual, but are there similarities or themes that can be pulled out?
Its the notion that by doing a little bit of  research at the beginning 
of  the project we are automatically experts on the culture/client we 
are designing for and that our decisions from that point forward are 
well informed and for the best, when in reality, they are mostly just 
presumptuous.
But then that brings up our actual education.  I think Deanna is right 
about internal drive.  Our professors are supposed to teach us more 
of  the practice of  designing a building and so maybe it’s up to us then 
to fulfill the other half  of  architecture and simply absorb as much as 
possible. The “practice” side demands such extreme time commitments 
that really we are allowed to absorb little else.  Perhaps this is why all 
the famous/great architects don’t reach this fame until they’re old, and 
have had a more time to take in the world around them and actually 
understand the scope and contexts that go along with their projects.
John 
Kerner:
Deanna 
Ament:
Alex 
Olevitch
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hermetic (hur - met - ik)
adjective
1. made airtight by fusion or sealing
2. not affected by outward influence or power; isolated
Its the notion that by doing a little bit of research at the 
beginning of the project we are automatically experts on 
the culture
I feel like being a studio hermit has many advantages - I am reminded 
of  two fairly nauseating quotes, first is ‘absence makes the heart grow 
stronger’, this idea that the more you leave the world (this could be by 
going to studio, or by playing a video game or reading a book) the more 
you can bring back to the real world, and the more you can appreciate 
the real world. Just the act of  juxtaposing worlds starts a conversation 
of  what is working and what is not. The second quote is ‘the further 
within myself  I go, the further into the world I can reach’. There is 
an obvious tension here, where talents honed somewhat in private 
(thinking of  drawing, studio) can take one places and influence others 
further than if  one were to always engage socially/outwardly rather 
than inwardly.
‘The further within myself I go, the farther out to the 
world I can reach’ - Chaiwat Thirapantu
One more thing on my mind, which speaks to being generalists - 
Architecture tends to be the ‘slowest’ of  the arts, progressing at a 
rate which the people with the money who need things built feel 
comfortable (how often can we test smarter building materials and 
technologies, if  concrete and masonry have been employed successfully 
for centuries? Who would take the risk?). It seems that technological 
advancements (which should be fundamental to architecture) happen 
one ‘smart facade’ at a time...how does one push, and really bring 
architecture back to the edge of  the human pool of  knowledge? Would 
we be okay if  the profession’s ‘finest hour’ was over?
Matthew 
Darmour 
Paul
From an education stand-point, we have so many more options 
based upon professors given their backgrounds and options that an 
architecture degree can be applied towards. While we’ve covered this 
many times in our meetings, these options also pose a threat. They 
seem to indicate that individuals attempting to pursue a career in 
this profession can’t “do/have it all”. We’re actually attempting the 
impossible at points throughout our time here. We attempt to harness 
all of  these fragments of  options knowing that we can never fully 
understand each holistically. 
Maybe this is where the ‘hermit’ effect comes into play. We have 
the feeling that we need to understand as much as possible with the 
knowledge that parts of  what we study here is not yet defined by much 
of  society (and  may not even exist in 5 years much less a decade from 
now). A majority of  this understanding comes from application in a 
studio setting. How do you change this mindset? Is it really the mindset 
that needs to changed?
what we study here is not yet defined by much of society 
(and  may not even exist in 5 years much less a decade 
from now)
I just think that this is a justification for spending less time in studio, 
which is okay. However, this profession requires a lot of  effort 
in understanding and integrating the various systems that today’s 
buildings require. We, as architecture students, are still very nieve in our 
understanding and the hours spent now is a reflectance of  how much 
effort this profession takes. Also, unless you know what to look for and 
understand when visiting a precedent, it will not be of  any benefit to 
you. Being an architecture student definitely degrades your quality of  
life, but it’s a sacrifice made for being passionate about the realm of  
design.
We, as architecture students, are still very nieve in our 
understanding and the hours spent now is a reflectance of 
how much effort this profession takes. 
Jill Maltby
Reed 
Counts
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Doesn’t this have to do with the typical “Architect is Generalist” 
dogma? [“An architect is a generalist, not a specialist - the conductor 
of  a symphony, not a virtuoso who plays every instrument perfectly.” 
- Matthew Frederick] It seems to me that the Architect HAS to be a 
generalist, not so much because he or she is confined to the studio, but 
because it would be impossible to become an expert in every field that 
the Architect reaches. Why are we so afraid to say “I don’t know?”. It 
seems more presumptuous to me to act like we COULD know master 
a particular culture or client than to act like we have. So, then, what 
is the Architect to do? Maybe he or she must admit and subsequently 
negotiate these holes. Maybe it’s less about saying: “yes, I know X to be 
true” and more about saying “I can probably never know if  X is true or 
not, nor do I have the time or faculties to faithfully pursue this, so now 
my work must reflect the understanding that I cannot know this”
Why are we so afraid to say “I don’t know?”.
Tony 
Gonzalez
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Situated in the newly redeveloped East side of Boston, the chosen site for 
this contemporary music hall is bordered by the South Bay Channel and 
a boardwalk which became a driving factor for the design and concept. 
Opening the main hall to not only the existing boardwalk path, but also 
the neighborhood and transportation hubs around it, allowed for the 
opportunity to purchase tickets on an impromptu basis. The form is the 
resultant of combining structure, enclosure, and acoustical manipulation and 
acts as  a symbol of projection and infiltration between the old neighborhood 
and downtown across the bay. This deliberate integration of the main form 
into existing public space not only encourages entrance and views, but also 
emphasizes the projection of music and energy through a contemporary take 
on musical performance.
PERFORMANCE SPACE  
Arch 403 / Kris Nelson, critic
Matt Heires + Elissa Bruggeman 
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“The form is the resultant of combining structure, enclosure, 
and acoustical manipulation and acts as  a symbol of 
projection and infiltration between the old neighborhood 
and downtown across the bay.” 
Matt Heires + Elissa Bruggeman 
“The tectonics create a 
sculptural presence on the 
landscape that gives the 
inhabitants oblique views 
out onto the water.” 
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The Boathouse creates a fragmented integration of the surrounding landscape 
and the interior volumes through folded tectonics. The tectonics then create 
a sculptural presence on the landscape  that gives the inhabitants oblique 
views out onto the water. A procession of stairs reorient the inhabitants to 
the outside world.
BOATHOUSE 
Arch 201 / Mikesh Meucke, critic
 Ran Gu
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The 44-acre site lies in Madison County, Iowa. In order to form a retreat for 
doctors and nurses in the Des Moines area, we formed a center for production 
such that the repetitive nature of productive tasks makes the experience 
meditative. Through this meditation, the people acting are rejuvenated. 
Production consists of guests following a diurnal cycle of tending to herbal 
plots in greenhouses and terraced fields (that mitigates erosion in swales) 
and converting the harvest to dried tea leaves. The final regenerative acts are 
steeping and drinking the tea.
RETREAT  
Arch 301 / Pete Goché, critic
 Rachel Johnson and Tony Gonzalez
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“The Permacultural 
Center of Madison 
County attempts to 
align the goals of 
a divided medical 
community with  a 
growing but subdued 
rural ecosystem.”
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My project for an apartment building in SoHo, New York City focused on 
alternative lifestyles as well as contextual interpretations. Twelvers, a minority 
branch of the Islamic faith, have specific needs regarding privacy and security. 
Themes of layers, visual accessibility and denial, and the interaction of public 
and private spaces are central to my design. The interior courtyard space 
allows for public interaction via the cultural restaurants on the ground floor. 
The residents are not without their own space, however. Spaces similar to 
the courtyard extend upward throughout the circulation of the building as 
balconies which overlook the courtyard. The project’s end goal was to create 
a harmonious marriage of two very different cultures in a unique way.
RESIDENCE  
Arch 302 / Chamila Subasinghe , critic
Stephanie Waples
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“The project's end 
goal was to create a 
harmonious marriage of 
two very different cultures 
in a unique way.”
15. DISCUSSION
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HOW HAS MEDIA AFFECTED 
THE WAY WE PRODUCE 
ARCHITECTURE?
Archdaily, Archinect, BLDGBlog, Bustler, 
Designboom...what is it doing to us?
I have been prompted by Marshall McLuhan’s ideas of information overload 
and its relationship to architecture. I see websites and blogs like Archdaily, 
Archinect, BLDGBlog, etc as our version of information overload. McLuhan 
suggest that when there is information overload we have to resort to pattern 
recognition. A pattern I believe rising in architecture is that there are three 
“camps” in architectural production.
These three categories include:
“Supermodernist”* = Tod Williams Billie Tsien / John Ronan / Vincent James / 
(Really any DM Firm), fig. 1
“Digital Based” = Shop Architects, Zaha Hadid, fig. 2
“LandForm Based” Weiss Manfredi, Bjarke Ingles Group, fig. 3
The “Supermodernist” runs prominent in the Midwest. They use phrases like 
essence, truth, material, and often expose the joints in their buildings to show 
how it is made. This can be traced back to Mies Van Der Rohe moving to 
Chicago and bringing his Bauhaus ideals to the Midwest.
“Digital Based” often uses parametric modeling to create forms previously 
unrealized. Slick renderings often accompany the projects. The projects are 
usually very processed based, resulting in an end product that looks like the 
process. Biophilia, and using patterns found in nature has become a new found 
source of inspiration for the driving forces behind the designs.
“LandForm Based” camp tries to blur the line between building and ground. 
Most often the argument is to give back green space to the overcrowded city. 
The architects try to sell the building as this: because the building is landscape, 
and it gives back landscape to the city, it HAS to be a good thing.
“When there is information overload we have to resort to 
pattern recognition.” - Marshall McLuhan
*A term coined by Michael Speaks
John 
Kerner:
“Supermodernist” “Digital Based” “LandForm Based”
fig. 3fig. 2fig. 1
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Dan 
Siroky
David 
O’brien
I looked at different models and concepts for formal, sociological, economic, and 
behavioral changes and how they are all integrating information and technology into 
them. Basically a rise in the role of information across the board. While there are 
downsides, some that we discussed (distraction, reliance on technology, a blurring of 
reality), there are obviously upsides as well, both for the design process, site research, 
and fabrication techniques. As we’re getting flooded with more information, we’re also 
getting much better at managing information. Look at BIM, where you’re not just 
drawing a line, it’s recognized as a wall, with a thickness, structure, etc.
I find myself in debate about the placement of Holl within the “Supermodernist” 
category, but I feel that debate could ensue about any architect’s placement into the 
three “camps.”
The discussion I recall having at the actual Datum meeting seemed to stem from 
an analysis on the relationship of the three camps to each other, and what, if any, 
significance these camps had in our current culture. This certainly raises the question of 
“who is king” and as such, which of these categories reigns supreme.
The relevance of popular culture or a zeigeist (spirit of the age) plays no small part. 
Currently, parametric modeling has certain fad-like tendencies, and is, dare I say, 
“cool”. Parametrics are the popular thing to do. They are sleek and hip, they look 
badass, and in reality, they’re fast, quickly generated, and superficially successful where 
formalities can be ignored...seems a little harsh...sorry. This isn’t to say they do not 
present a level of value to the field of architecture. Now consider Supermodernism 
in reference to this digital sort of architecture. I personally find myself more in this 
category, but insecurities about the success or effectiveness of this kind of architecture 
cause me to have a certain paranoia in design.
I’m always looking over my shoulder, comparing my work to the desk across the way, 
and I get jealous over the interesting formwork the parametric guy is producing. I start 
to wonder how I can give my design a value in form that matches the parametric design 
without compromising the core values of the “Supermodernist” approach. This pushes 
the Supermodernist to innovate and evolve within itself. 
Ultimately, the point I’m trying to make, is that the three camps push each other, and 
instead of jockeying for position as king they evolve individually to the ideal “camp”...
whatever that might be.
the three camps push each other, and instead of jockeying for position 
as king, they evolve
Reed 
Counts
“Supermodernist”, specifically speaking on Tod Williams Billie Tsien, has a 
timeless atribute that lends itself to be widely accepted by many. However, the 
interior finishes seem trendy and possibly outdated in the near future. For me 
personally, this architecture has the ability to clearly express the intentioned 
relationships between form and void (exterior and interior). It’s not to say these 
projects are overly simplistic, but more so that this clarity offers solutions to 
the dreaded pragmatic side of creating architecture while still maintaining the 
original intentions. 
“Digital Based” architecture will forever change the face of architecture forever, 
but it will take a technical master(s) with refined spatial cognition to bring this 
technology forward in a positive light. I do have to mention my bias against 
using parametric modeling, as I feel it undermines the basic skills needed to 
operated as an architect. I do feel as though that “Digital Based”architecture 
will have its place and those pushing it forward will be greatly rewarded. 
However, as a designer who thinks differently and holds particular values, I do 
not find myself connected to “Digital Based” architecture. 
For “LandForm Based” architecture, is it really doing what it originally intends? 
Is this evocative shape making with green roofs on top? As for the Seattle 
Olympic Sculpture Park, I find it to be building form with natural element 
aplique. These types of projects still create barriers between pathway, green 
open space and contained spaces. Rather, there needs be truth in what being 
done here, it’s not a landscape, nor does it really give back, it an architectural 
style that has yet to have a proper name or intentions. 
As future designers and architects, I feel as though we need to break the 
animosity between architectural styles and support the pathways in which each 
individual discovers, learns and creates. (I myself have animosity against certain 
architects) This variance between designers creates a dialog in studio that’s 
greatly valuable in the learning process and ultimately would translate in the 
appreciation of a vast range of architecture. 
An additional questions, What does it mean for a style to be king? Is it the 
amount of monetary funds thrown at a project and how many of these projects 
are built? Are we marginalizing the less popular, but still valuable architectural 
styles by doing this?
As future designers and architects, I feel as though we need to 
break the animosity between architectural styles and support 
the pathways in which each individual discovers, learns and 
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I would have to somewhat agree with David. These three approaches to 
architecture need to be present in order to push each other. Architecture thrives 
on competition and the constant, “looking at the desk behind you.” It is an 
evolving, living entity. I do however (this is where I disagree with David) think 
that these camps are not moving toward one answer or method. Their purpose 
is circular. They exist to exist. Within this existence they morph and adapt to 
the changing age.
Reed said it best with his sentence, “This variance between designers creates a 
dialog in studio that’s greatly valuable in the learning process and ultimately 
would translate in the appreciation of a vast range of architecture.” I completely 
agree. Throughout my time at Iowa State I have constantly been comparing 
myself to others and always trying to be ‘the best.’ After this last semester 
though I realized how different my approach to architecture was from others. 
Because of this I have different priorities and thus have different outcomes. In a 
sense studio begins with a simple problem. Then as designers we assert our own 
goals onto that project. “I want this building to do this” “Well it has to have 
this.” “This part of the program is utterly flawed.” are some examples. 
All of this boils down to the fact that each and everyone of us is unique and 
has our own goals within architecture. These camps that we are discussing 
are like political parties. You agree with the majority of one party, but still 
have problems with it. This is why architecture is fascinating. The outcome is 
unpredictable.
As far as the king comment. I hope that there will never be a single king, and 
that a projects status is not determined by its size or cost. Time, value, and 
impact should be the only variables in great architecture.  How long is it going 
to last? What value to people get from it? and how has it impacted their lives in 
a way that nothing else can?
All of this boils down to the fact that each and everyone of us is 
unique and has our own goals within architecture. 
Jake 
Groth
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“Twist & Pop” was a happening put on this year by the Toys! studio. The premise 
was to create a happening with the College of Design and beyond in order to engage 
people on both an individual level and as a group, and then to further explore the 
relationship of the individual versus the group. The studio decided as a team to pursue 
a large game of twister, with the added level of making the mat out of bubble wrap. 
Built over the span of a weekend, the mat and other bubble wrap pieces were made 
from sheets bought from wholesale and from donations made by many businesses 
throughout Ames. The happening “Twist & Pop” was put on in the atrium of the 
College of Design and found a great level of excitement from students and faculty 
from all over the university, who played for almost over an hour of Twister.
TWIST AND POP  
T
Option Studio / Mitchell Squire, critic
oys Studio 
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“Twist & Pop” was a happening put on this year by the Toys! studio. The premise 
was to create a happening with the College of Design and beyond in order to engage 
people on both an individual level and as a group, and then to further explore the 
relationship of the individual versus the group. The studio decided as a team to pursue 
a large game of twister, with the added level of making the mat out of bubble wrap. 
Built over the span of a weekend, the mat and other bubble wrap pieces were made 
from sheets bought from wholesale and from donations made by many businesses 
throughout Ames. The happening “Twist & Pop” was put on in the atrium of the 
College of Design and found a great level of excitement from students and faculty 
from all over the university, who played for almost over an hour of Twister.
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Wabi-Sabi is a Japanese aesthetic based on the appreciation of imperfection 
and subtle beauty.  This piece uses a reclaimed walnut slab that contains 
erratic grain patterns and various cracks.  The light arm is constructed from 
a salvaged industrial drafting lamp and steel tubing. The light and shade 
assemblies intricately attach in a seamless transition. 
WABI SABI   
T
Independent Studio / Chris Martin, critic
Reed Counts 
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“appreciation 
of imperfection 
and subtle 
beauty” 
“The aggregate of 
candlelight illuminates 
the dimensional depth of 
the bin and makes visible 
the only space within the 
bin that retains its original 
function as void for air 
movement.” 
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Chamber Memoriam consists of three elements placed in a defunct seed-drying bin: a shroud, a perch 
and memoriam. The shroud, a 10 by 18 foot white poplin cloth, provides a more humanistic scale 
to the empty seed-drying bin by engaging the extents of the spatial enclosure; hung from the rafters 
and draped in front of the entry. A portion of the shroud is held in tension via a cable connected to 
the other side of the bin. This tension, due to gravity, causes a catenary curvature in the geometry 
of the shroud. The shroud in turn becomes a volumetric medium whereby light is made present. 
The perch, a bent 10 gauge steel plate fastened to the existing concrete masonry unit wall assembly, 
acts as a seating element for multiple guests. The memoriam consists of a series of candles that have 
been placed beneath the sloped and perforated metal grate subfloor. The aggregate of candlelight 
illuminates the dimensional depth of the bin and makes visible the only space within the bin that 
retains its original function as void for air movement. Consequently, heat - a critical element in the 
original drying process - is reintroduced. The entire assembly serves as a type of recall to practices 
since past.
CHAMBER MEMORIAM 
Option Studio / Peter Goché, critic 
John Kerner + Justin Wang
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